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Superstar chef Alex Stupak's love of real Mexican food changed his life; it caused him to quit the
world of fine-dining pastry and open the smash-hit Empellón Taqueria in New York City. Now he'll
change the way you make--and think about--tacos forever. Tacos is a deep dive into the art and
craft of one of Mexico's greatest culinary exports. Start by making fresh tortillas from corn and
flour, and variations that look to innovative grains and flavor infusions. Next, master salsas, from
simple chopped condiments to complex moles that simmer for hours and have flavor for
days. Finally, explore fillings, both traditional and modern--from a pineapple-topped pork al
pastor to pastrami with mustard seeds. But Tacos is more than a collection of beautiful things to
cook. Wrapped up within it is an argument: Through these recipes, essays, and sumptuous
photographs by Evan Sung, the 3-Michelin-star veteran makes the case that Mexican food
should be as esteemed as the highest French cooking.





Ebook Library Reader, “Ignore the Insufferable Tone; Stay for the Tacos. These are good,
relatively straightforward (though not simple) recipes. Generally, there's a fair amount of work
involved and multiple steps (often the recipes directs you to a salsa or mole that is its own
separate preparation), but the results are consistently worth it. Stupak's tone is nearly
insufferable. Luckily the food is worth it.The corn tortillas are substantially easier to make. Start
with them.His flour tortilla recipe is contradicted by other things he has written on-line about the
same (or nearly the same) recipe. Online, he indicates the flour tortilla recipe makes 24 (not 12,
as the book indicates). He also suggests an hour rest (rather than 10 minutes) before rolling out
the tortillas. Better flour tortillas result. It seems to be an unfortunate error.”

Jay P. Francis, “The cuisine that I am most comfortable with is Mexican and I know the foods
of .... The praise for this book is legit. It is justified. Caveat: I have travelled in Mexico for over 50
years. I am an engineer by profession but food and cooking has been my hobby for decades. I
recipe tested for a well respected book on Tex-Mex. The cuisine that I am most comfortable with
is Mexican and I know the foods of the various regions from my travels. So please believe me
when I say that this book is superb and should be included in your collection of Mexican
cookery.Along with this one, your collection should include a copy of Ricardo Munoz Zurita's Los
Chiles Rellenos de Mexico (has both Spanish and English) and Robb Walsh's The Tex-Mex
Cookbook.”

Joel, “This is an excellent book. The author. This is an excellent book. The author, Alex Stupak,
runs an outstanding Mexican restaurant that treats the ingredients in such a way as to produce
top quality mexican food. Alex compares and contrasts traditional mexican cooking with what his
recipes are doing. In several cases he has a New England twist to his recipes, but before giving
any recipe, he talks about its inspiration and its origins in Mexican cuisine. If you don't like how
he has changed the recipes, then he gives enough information to reverse engineer a more
"Mexican" version of the recipe. Many claim that his recipes are not authentic, but he argues that
Mexican cuisine is a continually evolving animal and not a fixed set of dishes.The techniques
Alex has laid out in the book make it worth the humble price of $20 (as of 2017). Alex teaches
you how to make corn tortillas at home, discusses the best ways of keeping them hot (they
should not drop below 120 F), and then also discusses flour tortillas (which are not as sensitive
as corn tortillas) and how to use masa harina.After the section on tortillas, Alex then moves on to
describe the best ways to make Salsas (the pesto/curry of Mexican cuisine). He takes a very
good educational perspective in that he builds from very simple salsa verdes up to making mole
(one of the most complicated and time consuming sauces in all of cooking).Finally, the last
section is all about Tacos! Page after page is full of stories and recipes about tacos and their
development. I drool all over my book when I read it, and you probably will too.I've made several



of the recipes in here. They are outstanding and fun projects. Just be prepared to spend a day
(or several) to get to a good result. This is Tacos as haute cuisine. It's going to take some work
and failures before you get to something you like.”

Kelly Skrimstad, “What a GORGEOUS, GORGEOUS BOOK!  . Part diary, part technique
manual, part recipe book all delivered up with a whole lot of love and open honestly. A genuine
delight to read, brimming with creative concepts and cooking ideas that will take me far far past
any place I’ve previously been.This is the most precious book I’ve discovered in a very long time
and I’ll be devouring its pages of lovingly shared knowledge, humor and reverence for the art
and Culture if the taco (and beyond) for a very long time. Savored, like a delicios meal, one
inexplicably delicious bite at a time.This beautifully illustrated tome is a collection of “how to” and
why’s that are exactly the kind of information that I was looking for. Beyond a “cook book”. More
than pages of recipes. It’s a gorgeous meaty collection of story, shared experience and
invaluable how to delivered in a lively style that belies the authors reverence for the culture that
gave birth to this food.I can’t recommend it highly enough. It’s an incredible “top shelf” book that
belongs in the library of every gringo searching for authentic understanding.Thank you Alex.
What a gift.”

tarheelsooner, “Better to read than to cook from, but worthwhile. A lot of the recipes are not
practical for everyday people without access to specialty shops (for example: sea urchin tacos).
That said, they're very interesting, and a lot of the recipes are very accessible and tasty--I think
the chapter on salsas is useful to anyone who wants to learn more about that topic, and the
chapter on tortillas has some interesting ideas about alternative tortillas that most people can
explore. I thoroughly enjoyed it as a book to read, and it's worthwhile as a book to cook from,
even with the "out-there" recipes.”

Patrick Collins, “Very stylish and well written, salsa recipes are fabulous..... This is a very stylish
book with beautiful photographs and interesting stories from the authors about their travels in
Mexico.Yes there are a few unusual taco fillings, but I would not expect to try everything in a
cookery book necessarily.The salsa recipes alone are worth buying the book for, like the Cape
Gooseberry salsa on page 83.If I had one criticism it would be that the basic fillings such as
chicken, beef and pork seem a bit bland, personally I would build more flavour in by using
marinades and more smokey cooking techniques.The fillings are enhanced though with the
addition of things like chilli and lime juice, salad elements and so forth which the book
suggests.A lovely book and recommended.”

Cathy Fletcher, “Yummy. Every tavo you could possibly think of”

nat, “Five Stars. Great recipes but the different salsa's in this book are AMAZING”



Kevin Cuckow, “About nixamitation. The recipies were well designed and precise. Also the
preambles to each section were interesting”

The book by Jordana Rothman has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 696 people have provided feedback.
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